Real-time data is an important input to timely economic forecasting, especially during a crisis
Swedbank Pay’s daily transaction data aligns well with the official consumption statistics
The latest data indicates a recovery in May and June, albeit from a low level
Rapid fluctuations, such as those during the corona pandemic, create a need for economic forecasts to be
based on timelier and more frequent data than traditional statistics usually provide. To gain a quick insight
into how the pandemic affects the economy, in April 2020 Swedbank started to publish acquired card
transaction data from Swedbank Pay regularly.1 This report describes the turnover data in more detail and
analyses the fit with officially published household consumption statistics.
Although the data does not cover all card transactions made in Sweden, the transaction turnover
correlates well with monthly household consumption data from Statistic Sweden (HUKO). The real-time
card transaction data could thus be used as an early indicator of the activity level of the domestic economy
and in certain sectors.
In April, household consumption in current prices decreased by nearly 10% year-on-year according to
HUKO, while total spending from Swedbank Pay transaction data decreased by 12%. The transaction data
indicates an improvement in May and June, approaching last year’s level during Midsummer.
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The Consumer Spending Observer is usually published once a week. The data from the CSO report is now available in Macrobond via
Country & Region > Sweden [se, Region] > Money, Banking & Credit > Swedbank Payments Statistics.
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The data consists of pure card transactions using payment terminals in a shop or online, where Swedbank
Pay acts as a financial acquirer in Sweden. These card transactions are regardless of who the card issuer is,
i.e. not only Swedbank issued cards are registered. Data contains payments and cash withdrawals made by
private card holders (90% in 2019), businesses (3%) and foreigner cards (7%). 2 Prepaid, debit and charge/credit card payments are registered. No payments for goods and services settled by invoice, Swish or
direct bank transfers are part of the data. The data contains information about the number of transactions
and turnover in SEK on a daily basis. In the analysis, we use turnover in SEK in current prices.
The transaction data includes about 5.7 million transactions per day3 and is estimated to contain more than
50% of all card transactions in Sweden. The share of total transactions for online payments is, however,
significantly lower.
The data covers purchases of goods and services in a wide array of sectors. Each business is categorised
according to the Merchant Category Codes (MCC). 4 In general, each business is assigned to one MCC and
hence not different codes for different parts of the business. In addition to retail services such as grocery
stores, clothing and seldom purchases, the data also includes spending on restaurants, hotels, recreation,
culture, and travel related activities. The share of transactions covered differs across sectors due to
different market shares.
The data is presented in three different ways: index series, annual growth rate in % and monthly growth
rate in %. When calculating annual growth rate in the Consumer Spending Observer, we compare the
outcome with the same day of the week a year ago as spending behaviour differs across weekdays. This
day-of-the-week comparison therefore also eliminates a leap year issue in 2020. For example, 11th June
2020, is a Thursday during week 24 and is compared to the Thursday during week 24 in 2019, which is
13th June. The data is not seasonally adjusted.

The daily data has been cleansed by removing transactions associated with returns and corrections. To be
able to compare data in 2020 to 2019 with the same day of the week as described above, we swapped
certain days in 2019. This was done in order to ease the comparison during longer holidays where people
tend buy more in advance.
Easter in 2019 was during 18th April until 22th of April. These five days were swapped with the
corresponding days of the previous week in 2019, i.e. 11th April until 15th of April 2019 to match Easter in
2020. Further we swapped Tuesday 30th April and Wednesday 1st May in 2019 with Thursday and Friday of
the same week due to Walpurgis and Labour Day being on those days in 2020, respectively.
Finally, we shifted the data one day back as there is sometimes a delay in processing the data. Before such
shift, we observed payments on a day where certain shops are closed and are therefore confident that such
shift is justified and corresponds better to certain spending behaviours. For example, groceries peak on a
Friday, clothing and shoes on a Saturday.

A card is defined as foreign if the card issuer is outside of Sweden.
Based on the average number of transactions per day in 2019.
4 https://www.citibank.com/tts/solutions/commercial-cards/assets/docs/govt/Merchant-Category-Codes.pdf
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After this process, the data was smoothed using previous 7 days moving average in order to smooth out
daily fluctuations. Finally, the data was indexed to Monday, 13th January 2020 to be 100. This corresponds
to indexing 2019 to 14th January 2019. This date was chosen as it was the first Monday of the year when
data was available (a loss occurs due the 7-day moving average). Index series based on 7-day moving
average is how we present the data in the Consumer Spending Observer.
To be able to compare the card transaction data with official data from Statistics Sweden, the daily data is
aggregated to monthly figures in this report. In order to make the comparison sector wise, the data has
been mapped from MCC to the Swedish Standard Industrial Classification (SNI2007)5.

Compared to card issuance data, where information on the transactions is connected to the buyer of a good
or service, the Swedbank Pay data is connected to the seller, i.e. the business using Swedbank Pay as a
financial acquirer. Thus, the data covers both domestic and foreign cards, and we also have information
about the seller’s location. In contrast, the data does not include personal information about the buyer,
such as age, income etc.
The number of transactions is extensive, and the data covers a wide array of industries in the Swedish
service sector. However, since the data includes card transaction only, spending on housing and fixed costs
are not included, as this is normally settled by different payment types. Also, when other payment
solutions such as Swish are utilised more frequently or more people shop online, the Swedbank Pay
transaction data will capture a smaller part of total consumption. Increased online and Swish payments
may be the case in the 2020 pandemic compared with 2019. Further drawback is the consistency of the
Swedbank Pay customers cohort. Changes over time can affect the growth figures.

The purpose of the card transaction data is to get a quick and reliable indication of household consumption
in Sweden. The Swedbank Pay transaction data captures purchases of both goods and services, therefore
the data is compared to total household consumption (HUKO)6, measured in current prices.

Category
Total household consumption
Mostly food & beverages
Clothing and footwear
Housing, electricity, gas and heating
Furniture, furnishing, household equipment and consumables
Transport and retail sales and service of motor vehicles
Post and telecommunications
Recreation and culture, goods and services
Restaurants, cafés, hotels and other accommodation services
Other goods and services

Services trade, Travel agencies & Tour operator & Airlines

Correlation
with index

Correlation
with m/m %

Weight in
HUKO (2020)*

0.88
0.97
0.98
-0.63
0.96
0.79
0.47
0.79
0.92
0.82

0.88
0.99
0.92
0.02
0.96
0.39
0.16
0.74
0.75
0.78

0.86

0.83

0.93
0.19
0.03
0.26
0.04
0.15
0.03
0.12
0.07
0.03
-

Sources: Swedbank Pay, Swedbank Research and Statistics Sweden.
* The weight is calculated in relation to consumption classified according to purpose. It does not sum to 1 as not all groups are
included in HUKO.
5
6

http://www.sni2007.scb.se/_pdf/080131snisorteradeng2007.pdf
https://www.scb.se/contentassets/43f9fe15bb2f4e5b8c0e002cce70bd31/hushallskonsumtion.pdf
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The history of the available transaction data is relatively short, starting in 2019, thus one should interpret
the statistical fit a bit cautiously. The correlation during this time period is, however, high at 0.88, both for
the index series and the monthly growth rate. Overall, the card transaction data aligns well with total
Swedish household consumption data on a monthly basis.
The correlation differs, however, across sectors. The data reflects consumption on food, clothing & shoes,
furniture etc., and restaurants, hotels & accommodation very well with correlations above 0.90 for the
index series. The correlation is a bit weaker on the spending categories for transports, recreational
activities and other goods & service, but it’s still a decent fit. Index series and monthly growth figures are
available in the appendix for each sector.
There are, however, some drawbacks. As expected, the data does not capture spending related to housing
activities, such as electricity and heating, since these activities are not primarily paid with card but other
transaction types. As housing activities is the largest spending category in HUKO, this explains some of the
discrepancy in total household consumption. Also, spending on post & telecommunications has a weaker fit.
Overall, we deem the card transaction data as a good indicator for total Swedish household consumption,
and a very good one for spending on food, clothing & shoes, furniture & household equipment and
restaurants, hotels & accommodation.
We have also compared the transaction data on airlines and travel agencies with Statistic Sweden’s data
on domestic services trade (italic in the table and graphs in appendix). The transaction data reflects
spending on airlines and travel agencies well with correlation above 0.8 for the index series and month-tomonth growth.

To get a more accurate picture of the statistical fit, a longer time series is needed. Our ambition is to collect
historical card transaction data and analyse the issue further. If the statistical fit is good enough for the
longer time series, we plan to estimate a monthly household consumption indicator that will be published
ahead of HUKO.
We also plan to analyse the card transaction data separately for spending by private card holders to avoid
purchases by businesses to distort the data. The Swedbank Pay transaction data also allows for a
geographical analysis as we know in what region/city/zip code the transaction was made. Thus, we can get
an early indicator of how turnover changes in different parts of Sweden; an analysis that is especially
interesting now, since the corona pandemic affects different regions at different times.
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In April, household consumption decreased by nearly 10% (y/y) in current prices according to HUKO, while
total spending according to Swedbank Pay transaction data decreased by 12%. The card transaction data
indicates a small improvement in May, although total spending is still much lower compared to a year ago.

The daily transaction data shows that spending has improved further in June, approaching last year’s level
during Midsummer. Especially, spending on food & beverages, restaurants, hotels & accommodation and
transport has improved the most in recent weeks.
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This report has been compiled by analyst(s) at Swedbank Macro Research, a unit
within Swedbank Research that belongs to Swedbank Large Corporates &
Institutions (“LC&I”). Macro Research are responsible for preparing reports on
economic developments in the global and domestic markets. Macro Research
consists of research departments in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Estonia, Latvia,
and Lithuania.
Swedbank Macro Research bases the research on a variety of aspects and
analysis. For example: A fundamental assessment of the cyclical and structural
economic, current or expected market sentiment, expected or actual changes in
credit rating, and internal or external circumstances affecting the pricing of
selected FX and fixed income instruments. Based on the type of investment
recommendation, the time horizon can range from short-term up to 12 months.
Recommendations in FX and fixed income instruments are done both in the
cash market and in derivatives. Recommendations can be expressed in absolute
terms, for example attractive price, yield or volatility levels. They can also be
expressed in relative terms, for example long positions versus short positions.
Regarding the cash market, our recommendations include an entry level and our
recommendation updates include profit and often, but not necessarily, exit
levels. Regarding recommendations in derivative instruments, our
recommendation include suggested entry cost, strike level and maturity. In FX,
we will only use options as directional bets and volatility bets with the
restriction that we will not sell options on a net basis, i.e. we will only
recommend positions that have a fixed maximum loss.

Exchange Commission and a member of Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
and the Securities Investor Protection Corporation. Its address is One Penn
Plaza, 15th Fl., New York, NY 10119 and its telephone number is 212-9060820. For important U.S. disclaimer, please see reference:
http://www.swedbanksecuritiesus.com/disclaimer/index.htm
In the United Kingdom this communication is for distribution only to and
directed only at "relevant persons". This communication must not be acted on –
or relied on – by persons who are not "relevant persons". Any investment or
investment activity to which this document relates is available only to "relevant
persons" and will be engaged in only with "relevant persons". By "relevant
persons" we mean persons who:
Have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling
within Article 19(5) of the Financial Promotions Order.
Are persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Financial Promotion
Order ("high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc").
Are persons to whom an invitation or inducement to engage in investment
activity (within the meaning of section 21 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000) – in connection with the issue or sale of any securities –
may otherwise lawfully be communicated or caused to be communicated.
All information, including statements of fact, contained in this research report
has been obtained and compiled in good faith from sources believed to be
reliable. However, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by
Swedbank with respect to the completeness or accuracy of its contents, and it
is not to be relied upon as authoritative and should not be taken in substitution
for the exercise of reasoned, independent judgment by you.

The analyst(s) responsible for the content of this report hereby confirm that
notwithstanding the existence of any such potential conflicts of interest
referred to herein, the views expressed in this report accurately reflect their
personal views about the securities covered. The analyst(s) further confirm not
to have been, nor are or will be, receiving direct or indirect compensation in
exchange for expressing any of the views or the specific recommendation
contained in the report.

Be aware that investments in capital markets – such as those described in this
document – carry economic risks and that statements regarding future
assessments comprise an element of uncertainty. You are responsible for such
risks alone and we recommend that you supplement your Decision-making with
that material which is assessed to be necessary, including (but not limited to)
knowledge of the financial instruments in question and the prevailing
requirements as regards trading in financial instruments.

This report by Macro Research is issued by the business area LC&I within
Swedbank AB (publ) (“Swedbank”). Swedbank is under the supervision of the
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen). In no instance is
this report altered by the distributor before distribution.

Opinions contained in the report represent the analyst's present opinion only
and may be subject to change. In the event that the analyst's opinion should
change or a new analyst with a different opinion becomes responsible for our
coverage, we shall endeavour (but do not undertake) to disseminate any such
change, within the constraints of any regulations, applicable laws, internal
procedures within Swedbank, or other circumstances.

In Finland this report is distributed by Swedbank’s branch in Helsinki, which is
under the supervision of the Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority
(Finanssivalvonta).
In Norway this report is distributed by Swedbank’s branch in Oslo, which is
under the supervision of the Financial Supervisory Authority of Norway
(Finanstilsynet).
In Estonia this report is distributed by Swedbank AS, which is under the
supervision of the Estonian Financial Supervisory Authority
(Finantsinspektsioon).
In Lithuania this report is distributed by “Swedbank” AB, which is under the
supervision of the Central Bank of the Republic of Lithuania (Lietuvos bankas).
In Latvia this report is distributed by Swedbank AS, which is under the
supervision of The Financial and Capital Market Commission (Finanšu un
kapitala tirgus komisija).
This document is being distributed in the United States by Swedbank and in
certain instances by Swedbank Securities U.S. LLC (“Swedbank LLC”), a U.S
registered broker dealer, only to major U.S. institutional investors, as defined
under Rule 15a-6 promulgated under the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
as amended, and as interpreted by the staff of the US Securities and Exchange
Commission. This investment research is not intended for use by any person or
entity that is not a major U.S institutional investor. If you have received a copy
of this research and are not a major U.S institutional investor, you are
instructed not to read, rely on or reproduce the contents hereof, and to destroy
this research or return it to Swedbank or to Swedbank LLC. Analyst(s) preparing
this report are employees of Swedbank who are resident outside the United
States and are not associated persons or employees of any US registered
broker-dealer. Therefore, the analyst(s) are not subject to Rule 2711 of the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) or to Regulation AC adopted by
the U.S Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) which among other things,
restrict communications with a subject company, public appearances and
personal trading in securities by a research analyst.
Any major U.S Institutional investor receiving the report, who wishes to obtain
further information or wishing to effect transactions in any securities referred
to herein, should do so by contacting a representative of Swedbank LLC.
Swedbank LLC is a U.S. broker-dealer registered with the Securities and
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If you are in doubt as to the meaning of the recommendation structure used by
Swedbank in its research, please refer to “Recommendation structure”.
Swedbank is not advising nor soliciting any action based upon this report. If you
are not a client of ours, you are not entitled to this research report. This report
is not, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or as a solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities.
To the extent permitted by applicable law, no liability whatsoever is accepted
by Swedbank for any direct or consequential loss arising from the use of this
report.
In Swedbank Macro Research, a unit within Swedbank Research, internal
guidelines are implemented in order to ensure the integrity and independence
of the research analysts. For example:
Research reports are independent and based solely on publicly available
information.
The analysts are not permitted, in general, to have any holdings or any
positions (long or short, direct or via derivatives) in such Financial
Instruments that they recommend in their investment analysis.
The remuneration of staff within the Swedbank Macro Research
department may include discretionary awards based on the firm’s total
earnings, including investment banking income. However, no such staff
shall receive remuneration based upon specific investment banking
transactions.
An investment recommendation is normally updated twice a month. This
material may not be reproduced without permission from Swedbank Research,
a unit within LC&I. This report is not intended for physical or legal persons who
are citizens of, or have domicile in, a country in which dissemination is not
permitted according to applicable legislation or other Decisions.
Produced by Swedbank Research, a unit within LC&I, Stockholm.
Swedbank LC&I, Swedbank AB (publ), SE-105 34 Stockholm. Visiting address:
Malmskillnadsgatan 23, 111 57 Stockholm.
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